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The oecd has proposed amendments to its Model Tax Convention and Commentary
that would establish a system for the mandatory arbitration of tax disputes between two
treaty countries when the tax officials of those countries have been unable to resolve those
disputes within a two-year period.1 The proposal is undoubtedly well-meaning and does
address a small but significant problem—the “rare cases” (oecd characterization)2 of
potential double taxation that are unresolved through the existing tax-treaty mechanism. 3
Nevertheless, as discussed below, the public policy goals of this proposed system are at best
obscure, and the risks to sound administration of national tax systems are great. The oecd’s
goal seems to be to please the international business community when the goal ought to be
to advance the public interest in a transparent and unbiased system.
Although the oecd has aggressively sought comments from the international business
community on its proposal and has redesigned its system in accordance with those comments, it has been far less aggressive in obtaining comments from academics and other
people more likely to represent the public interest. Moreover, the many developing countries not within the oecd’s orbit have played little or no role in the development of this
proposal.
The oecd proposal includes the following three features that have been on the wish
lists of multinational companies for a very long time:
(1) A forum outside the control of the tax authorities where they can litigate tax
disputes in secret;

1

See oecd, Proposals for Improving Mechanisms for the Resolution of Tax Treaty Disputes, Public
Discussion Draft (February, 2006) (hereafter “oecd report”).
2

See paragraph 45 of oecd report (“This paragraph provides that, in the rare cases where the
competent authorities are unable to reach an agreement under paragraph 2, the unresolved issues will, at the
request of the person who presented the case, be solved through an arbitration process.”) (Emphasis added.).
3

See Article 25, oecd Model Tax Convention (providing that the contracting states shall endeavor to
resolve tax disputes arising under the treaty).
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(2) A club they can use to compel the tax authorities to resolve international tax
disputes within very tight time deadlines (typically six months);
(3) Direct involvement by their legal staffs in the competent-authority process.
No wonder the arbitration system proposed by the oecd has the strong support of the
international business community.
The draft proposal barely acknowledges the features listed above and makes no serious
effort to defend them. In particular, the oecd fails to explain why a system of dispute
resolution that contained these features would advance the public interest. All of these
features are ones that many oecd member states have opposed in the past on the ground
that they are inconsistent with their national sovereignty.
The oecd apparently believes that it is in the last stage of developing a robust and
workable proposal for resolving international disputes in an appropriate manner. At this
point, it seems to be interested simply in fine tuning its proposal to make it even more user
friendly to the international business community. This apparent belief is unfounded. The
proposal ought to be examined, perhaps for the first time, in terms of its contribution to
the public good. In these brief comments, I seek to provoke such an examination.
Why Arbitration?
In the materials it has distributed for public comment, the oecd has not explained
why it believes that arbitration is an appropriate mechanism for resolving disputes in the
“rare cases” in which the appropriate tax officials of the treaty countries (the “competent
authorities”) are unable to resolve those disputes on their own. The oecd seems to believe
(1) that some resolution of the unresolved disputes is needed and (2) that secret and
mandatory arbitration is the only available alternative for resolving them that would be
acceptable to the international business community. That practical approach may have
some appeal to beleaguered international bureaucrats. It is not a sensible basis, however,
for designing a dispute resolution system.
If the oecd believes that resolution of all treaty disputes referred to the competent
authorities is necessary for some reason, it should not favor its own proposal. That proposal, by its own terms, will provide for resolution of a dispute only when the taxpayer, at
its sole discretion, elects to invoke arbitration. I assume that the oecd did not propose to
make arbitration mandatory in all cases because it did not want to provoke opposition from
taxpayers. That solicitude for the interests of taxpayers is both unwise and unwarranted. It
is unwise because it gives taxpayers one more lever to game the system. It is unwarranted
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because taxation is not about doing nice things to please taxpayers. If treaty partners have
an interest in resolving their treaty disputes, as the oecd alleges, then they should not
refrain from doing so simply to please some disgruntled taxpayers.
A more fundamental point is that resolution of all disputes is not necessarily worth the
costs that the attainment of that goal would entail. If the oecd is correct that the cases of
non-resolution are rare, then the better part of wisdom may be simply to declare victory. Of
course, the competent-authority mechanism is needlessly opaque, so those of us on the
outside do not have the data needed to evaluate the oecd claim that non-resolution is rare.
Because the people in position to challenge that claim do not appear to be objecting to it, I
am assuming for purposes of this report that the oecd claim is well-founded.
No dispute resolution system is perfect, nor can it be expected to be perfect. If perfection could be achieved at little or no cost, then the oecd’s purported goal of perfection
(resolving all disputes) would make lots of sense. But developing a complex, expensive
system that undermines national sovereignty and presents serious risks of corruption is not
a cost-free endeavor. Before embarking on a search for perfection, the oecd should have
examined the costs of its proposal and compared them to the costs of living with
imperfection.
One important negative consequence of the oecd proposal is that it would give multinational companies an opportunity to bypass domestic courts and still get their case
adjudicated by a tribunal independent of the tax authorities. Under the oecd proposal, only
bypass cases would go to arbitration because a matter already decided by a domestic court
is not subject to arbitration.4 Bypassing domestic courts is a serious matter, not to be
permitted without compelling reason. Many tax treaty issues depend on an interpretation
of domestic law, and that interpretation ought to come from domestic courts.5 The oecd
seems to recognize that an international tribunal should not act as a court of review for the
decisions of domestic courts. Yet, it is prepared to offer multinational companies an
opportunity to supplant the domestic courts with a secret tribunal of their own choosing.
Another negative consequence is the potential for corruption presented by a secret
adjudicative system. In a democratic society, the basic check on the integrity of the
judiciary is transparency. The oecd would eliminate that check under its proposed secret
4
5

See paragraphs 14, 51, 53, and 62 of oecd report.

The oecd suggests that the arbitration panel might refer certain matters of domestic law to some
other arbitration panel having competence in local law. See paragraph 91 of oecd report. The likely effect of
such referral would be to prevent the arbitration panel from reaching a final resolution of the matters before
it.
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system. In private arbitration, some check on the integrity of the system is provided by the
strong self-interest of the parties. That self-interest is decidedly less strong when the
money at stake is the people’s money, not the private fortunes of the parties. Corruption is
always a concern within a tax department, and well-run departments have strict internal
procedures to combat it. Those internal procedures cannot work effectively to police
decisions made outside the department. I do not suggest that corruption is inevitable under
the oecd’s proposal, only that the possibility is cause for serious concern.
As suggested above, the potential costs of perfection—resolving all competentauthority cases—are high. In contrast, for reasons discussed below, the costs of tolerating
some imperfection in the competent-authority mechanism may be fairly small. Not
knowing the particulars of any of the actual cases that do not get resolved, I obviously
cannot make anything close to a full assessment. Still, I can suggest a general framework
for analysis.
Analysis of Unsettled Cases
The non-resolved competent-authority cases necessarily fall into two categories: (1)
cases of potential double taxation and (2) cases of potential double non-taxation. I suspect
that the majority of the unresolved cases fall into the second category. I have no data, of
course, because the whole competent-authority process is secret. But I have known a lot of
tax administrators over the years. In general, the ones I have known do not like double
taxation, and they do not like double non-taxation. So, it seems plausible to me that they
generally would be inclined to compromise with their counterparts to settle double
taxation cases but might on rare occasion dig in their heels when asked to facilitate double
non-taxation.
Double non-taxation cases are themselves common and are often the goal of sophisticated tax planning. As an example, assume that Country A exempts capital gains and
Country B does not. Country B, however, has a tax treaty with Country A that exempts
some but not all capital gains earned in Country B by a resident of Country A.6 The
taxpayer, a resident of Country A, earns a capital gain of $100 million in Country B, which
it claims is exempt from tax in Country B under the tax treaty. The tax officials of Country
B disagree and have a reasonable basis for that disagreement. The taxpayer asks the
competent authorities of Country A to intervene on its behalf, claiming that taxation by

6

See Article 13, Paragraph 5, of the oecd Model Tax Convention (2005) (“Gains from the alienation
of any property, other than that referred to in paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4, shall be taxable only in the Contracting
State of which the alienator is a resident.”).
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Country B is “not in accordance with” the treaty.7 If the matter were to go to arbitration
and the taxpayer were to win, the result would be international double non-taxation.
No one would contend that taxpayers should be denied treaty benefits to which they
clearly are entitled on the ground that granting the benefit would result in tax avoidance. If
a taxpayer believes that it is entitled to a treaty benefit and the government believes
otherwise even after consultation with its treaty partner, the taxpayer has the right to
litigate the matter in the domestic courts. The question is whether the taxpayer should be
given the additional option of bypassing the domestic courts and bringing the matter to an
international arbitration panel. I would think that the oecd should require a compelling
reason for giving an affirmative answer to that question. Facilitating international tax
avoidance does not strike me as a compelling reason.
The example above illustrates one of the major flaws of the oecd Model Tax Convention—its unfortunate role in promoting international double non-taxation. A model tax
treaty designed to prevent international tax avoidance would provide that the source
country would not relinquish its right to tax unless the residence country in fact was
exercising its right to tax. The proper long-term solution to that double non-taxation
problem is not to devise an arbitration system that guarantees taxpayers the right to avoid
taxes even in disputed cases. The better course of action is to revise the model treaty to
prevent it from presenting taxpayers with opportunities for double non-taxation.
Many of the double non-taxation cases probably are transfer-pricing cases— that is,
cases involving a controversy over the prices charged by the taxpayer in dealings with
related persons. The oecd notes that some of the unresolved cases are transfer-pricing
cases, although it offers no details. A transfer-pricing case could result in double nontaxation when a high-tax country has a tax treaty with a low-tax country. In such
circumstances, a resident of the low-tax country would be inclined to allocate as little
income as possible to the high-tax country and as much income as possible to the low-tax
country. The tax officials in the high-tax country might disagree with that allocation, and if
the tax officials in the low-tax country supported the position of the taxpayer in a
competent-authority proceeding, there is at least some chance that the matter would not
get resolved. The public policy cost of a failure to resolve such a conflict does not appear to
be significant.

7

See Article 25, Paragraph 1, of the oecd Model Tax Convention (2005).
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Addressing the Rare Cases of Double Taxation
The oecd, in its discussion of its arbitration proposal, totally ignores the issue of
double non-taxation. It seeks to defend its arbitration proposal as a method of preventing
double taxation. In general, eliminating such double taxation is a good thing. However, not
all good things are worth the costs of attaining them. One policy question is whether the
elimination of double taxation in the rare cases in which it occurs is a good enough thing to
justify the costs inherent in the oecd’s arbitration proposal. Another policy question is
whether some other approach might be taken that would address the problem at lower
cost.
Neither of these policy questions can be answered fully without some information
about the rare cases that are not being settled by the competent authorities. As already
noted, that information is not being shared with the international tax community. My best
guess, nevertheless, is that many of the unsettled cases are transfer-pricing cases.
Anyone familiar with the transfer-pricing rules, which are promoted with great enthusiasm by the oecd, would anticipate that they would result in some conflicts between taxpayers and tax officials and between the tax officials of different countries. The simple fact
is that the transfer-pricing rules are broad guidelines, similar in some respects to the broad
guidelines that accountants receive from various accounting-standards boards. The end
result is that the applicable “law” is indeterminate—it is less like law and more like an
invitation to negotiate.
The official transfer-pricing guidelines promulgated by the oecd favor three transactional methods—the comparable uncontrolled method, the resale-price method, and the
cost-plus method. These methods, by their own terms, rarely are applicable to transactions
involving intellectual property. Because many multinational companies earn most of their
income from the exploitation of intellectual property, those transactional methods have
limited applicability. The other transfer-pricing methods, begrudgingly endorsed in the
oecd guidelines, can be applied in more cases. Their application, at best, gives a range of
possible transfer prices, not a definitive arm’s length price. Moreover, the taxpayer is not
compelled to pick any particular method and has discretion to invent its own method in
many circumstances. In this legal setting, disputes over transfer prices are inevitable. And
the stakes are high, sometimes measured in the hundreds of millions of US dollars.
The oecd finding that unresolved competent-authority cases are rare is exceptionally
good news, given the fundamental flaws in the oecd’s transfer-pricing rules. Still, the oecd
wants to eliminate the remaining unresolved cases through its arbitration proposal. Using
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arbitration under strict time deadlines to resolve transfer-pricing cases, however, strikes
me as a decidedly bad idea. Tax departments typically take many years to develop a transfer-pricing case. An arbitration board cannot be expected to do that type of work in six
months. Six years might be a more realistic time frame in some complex cases. With the
short deadline contemplated by the oecd, all that the arbitrators can be expected to do is
pull some compromise number out of the air.
As noted above, transfer-pricing cases present problems under tax treaties because the
basic rules are indeterminate. The preferred long-term solution is not to make up numbers
out of whole cloth to meet some artificial deadline. It is to fix the rules. I will not discuss
here the many methods that might be employed to reform or replace the transfer-pricing
rules.8 The basic solution is to provide unambiguous default rules that would apply whenever the other rules would produce an indeterminate result.
An alternative solution, attractive in the short-term, is simply to leave unresolved the
rare cases that are not resolved through the competent-authority procedure. The result
would be some possibility of unfairness. No system, however, can expect to eliminate all
possibilities of unfairness. Moreover, the risk of serious unfairness is small. Multinational
companies that play straight by the rules, without engaging in aggressive tax avoidance, are
not likely to end up with unrelieved double taxation due to their choice of transfer prices.
It is mostly the companies that play the transfer-pricing game aggressively that find
themselves at risk. They undoubtedly have calculated that they end up better off by
running the risk of the occasional unrelieved double tax in order to maximize their
opportunities for double non-taxation. I am prepared to assume that these very clever
people, who have millions of tax-planning dollars at their disposal, have figured the odds
correctly.
In most transfer-pricing cases, a failure of the competent authorities to reach agreement does not leave the taxpayer without a remedy. The taxpayer can always go to court in
the country assessing the allegedly unfair tax and challenge the assessment. It is possible, of
course, that the domestic courts in the two countries will produce inconsistent outcomes,
ultimately resulting in unrelieved double taxation. From reading many transfer-pricing
cases, however, I think that the risk is a modest one. Transfer-pricing cases are exceedingly
difficult cases for the government to win, for a variety of reasons. Among those reasons are

8

The preferred solution is to abandon the arm’s length method entirely. See Michael J. McIntyre,
“The Use of Combined Reporting by Nation States,” in chapter 8, Arnold, Sasseville, & Zolt, eds. The
Taxation of Business Profits Under Tax Treaties (2003), revised and reprinted in 35 Tax Notes Int'l
917-948 (Sept. 6, 2004). Many less-radical steps can be taken, however, to reform the transfer-pricing rules.
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that tax departments are typically “outgunned”, they have difficulty discovering relevant
facts under the taxpayer’s control, and they have to contend with rules that were designed
to give maximum flexibility to the taxpayer.
OECD Endorsement of Opaqueness
The single most objectionable feature of the oecd arbitration proposal is its provision
for total secrecy. Even the names of the taxpayers engaging in the arbitration proceedings
would be kept secret. No information would be released about the results of the arbitration
or the basis for the decision of the arbitrators without the expressed, written consent of the
affected taxpayers. Even with taxpayer consent, which can be expected to be withheld in
many cases, only a bare outline of the case is likely to be released to the public. The
taxpaying public, nevertheless, would be asked to pay all of the costs of the arbitration
proceeding.
In recent years, the oecd has been a champion for transparency in international transactions. A much bloodied champion, I might add. Its efforts to open up the secret books of
financial institutions that have been enabling tax fraud have brought it under attack in
many countries.9 So, this step back into opaqueness is an unwelcome development. The
reason for it, however, is not difficult to divine.
My best guess, with no insider information, is that early drafts of the oecd arbitration
proposal provided for reasonable disclosure. After all, the oecd surely understands that an
arbitration system that is viewed by the international tax community as a “black box” will
not achieve much credibility and will be useless in providing guidance in related cases. It
should be aware of the substantial risks of fraud from a secret procedure. And the obvious
model for the oecd to look to in fashioning an arbitration procedure for international tax
matters is the highly-regarded arbitration system developed by the World Trade Organization (wto). The wto arbitration procedures deal with issues at least as sensitive as those to
be addressed in resolving international tax disputes. These procedures are undoubtedly
more refined than would be required for dealing with the rare cases that do not settle
through the competent-authority mechanism. They are particularly noteworthy, however,
for providing a commendable degree of transparency.

9

For example, a contingent of lobbyists representing certain US business interests recently recommended to President George W. Bush that the United States eliminate its financial support of the oecd as
punishment for the OECD’s efforts at curtailing tax-haven abuses. See Coalition for Tax Competition,
“Coalition for Tax Competition Urges White House to Defund the Paris-based OECD,” CF&P Foundation
Press Release, Feb. 9, 2006, available on-line at http://www.freedomandprosperity.org/press/p02-09-06/
p02-09-06.shtml.
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I certainly recognize that multinational companies love secrecy. They pressured the
US Internal Revenue Service to keep its Advanced Pricing Agreements secret, although the
law required that redacted version of those agreements be made available to the public. 10 I
do not know whether the oecd staff simply anticipated the opposition of the multinationals and compromised in advance or gave ground bit by bit. In any event, the victory
for the multinationals has been complete.
The normal starting point, in designing an international arbitration system for public
institutions, would be total transparency. Following the wto model, the hearings should be
open to observers, the submissions of the parties should be available publicly, and the decision of the deciding body should be available publicly. By the wto standard, the oecd proposal is wrong in every particular.
An alternative model that the oecd undoubtedly looked at is the EU Arbitration
Convention,11 which applies only to transfer-pricing disputes. That convention provides for
a secret procedure, with the report of the arbitration panel to be published only with the
consent of the taxpayer. I find this model to be objectionable for the same reasons I object
to secrecy in the oecd model.

10

The issue was litigated by IRS, resulting in a decision against it and in favor of transparency. See
Bureau of Nat’l Affairs, Inc. v. Comm’r , Nos. 96-376, 96-2820, and 96-1473 (D.D.C.), February 27, 1996. The
multinational companies then launched an aggressive lobbying campaign that ultimately led a subservient
Congress to overturn the courts and provide total secrecy to APAs. See Int. Rev. Code § 6103(b)(2)(C). For
discussion of the importance of transparency in the APA process, see Michael J. McIntyre, “IRS Affirms Plans
for Developing Secret Tax Law on Transfer Pricing,” 3 Tax Notes Int’l 267 (March 1991); Michael J.
McIntyre, “What’s in a Name?” 3 Tax Notes Int’l 29 (January 1991); and Michael J. McIntyre, “The Case for
Public Disclosure of Advance Rulings on Transfer Pricing Methodologies,” 2 Tax Notes Int’l 1127 (November 1990). See also Joel D. Kuntz & Robert J. Peroni, U.S. International Taxation, 1999 Supplement, SA332 (“[j]udging by the extreme fear of sunshine, it seems likely that this body of secret law contains some
special treatment for certain taxpayers.”). For an unnerving account of the abuses of a secret tax law, see
Martin Lobel, Lee Ellen Helfrich, Henry M. Banta, and JeanAne M. Jiles, “U.S. Transfer Pricing and Oil
Royalties: A Cautionary Tale,” 19 Tax Notes Int’l 177-189 (July 12, 1999).
11

The official name of that convention is “Convention on the Elimination of Double Taxation in
Connection with the Adjustment of Profits of Associated Enterprises”. It was signed in 1990, went into effect
for a 5-year period at the start of 1995, and lapsed at the end of 1999. It was renewed retroactively from 2000
to 2004 and then lapsed again. In 2004, it was renewed and extended to new member states of the EU.
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Few cases have been decided under the EU Arbitration Convention. 12 Taxpayers are
not entitled under the convention to obtain the benefits of double non-taxation.13 That
limitation may explain, in part, its lack of use.
As noted above, nothing—not even the names of the affected taxpayers—can be made
public under the oecd proposal without the consent of the taxpayer. The taxpayer, of
course, is a non-party; the parties to the arbitration are the affected governments. Yet, the
credibility of the arbitration procedure is held hostage to the desire of the non-party for
total secrecy.
The rest of the secrecy rules are of limited importance, once the taxpayer is given total
control over the release of information. The fact that these additional rules are even in the
proposal has led me to speculate that earlier drafts contemplated fuller disclosure. Because
the taxpayer can prohibit the release of any information, the information that might trickle
out with the taxpayer’s consent is unlikely to be the least bit interesting to the international
tax community. Still, it is telling that the oecd is unwilling to foster transparency even
with the consent of the taxpayer. All that can be released even with consent is a bare bones
report that does not disclose the name of the party or any identifying information about the
party. With taxpayer consent, a sterile summary of the legal issues, totally useless in a
transfer-pricing case without the relevant facts, can be released. Surely the oecd
contemplated something more useful when it formulated its initial proposal.
I am truly astonished that the oecd believes that the taxpayer has a legitimate interest
in maintaining the secrecy of its own identity. Even the client-lawyer privilege does not
protect a lawyer from having to disclose the identity of his client. The oecd is acting as if a
public arbitration procedure, financed with public funds and charged with the obligation to
decide major issues of public policy, is actually some kind of internal settlement procedure
within the tax department. As a result of that flawed perspective, it has promulgated a
proposal that is completely inconsistent with the public nature of the arbitration procedure
it hopes to establish.

12

See EU Joint Transfer Pricing Forum, Report on the Re-entry into Force of the Arbitration
Convention, DOC: JTPF/019/REV5/2004/EN (May 30, 2005) at p. 4, para. 14 (reporting that only two cases
have been referred to an arbitration panel and only one case, between France and Italy, has been decided by a
panel).
13

See EU Arbitration Convention, Article 14 (providing that double taxation is considered to be
eliminated if the profits of the taxpayer are included in the computation of income in one contracting state
only or a credit is given in one state for the taxes imposed in the other contracting state).
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I cannot help thinking that the oecd, in endorsing a secret procedure, is acting under
heavy pressure from the multinational companies. I do not discount the possibility,
however, that some pressure is also coming from member states. Government officials do
not always welcome public scrutiny of their work. They may feel that such scrutiny not
only may be embarrassing in some cases but also may inhibit them from cutting the kinds
of deals that they feel they must make to manage their case load. In addition, there are
some important oecd countries where the multinational companies are particularly
influential.
Given the potential bias of tax officials and the international business community in
favor of secrecy, they should not be the only people at the table when the degree of secrecy
in international tax arbitrations is being decided. The transparency of international tax
arbitration is a public policy issue that ought to be decided after full public debate. The
oecd is to be commended for inviting public comment on its proposal. The challenge now
is to ensure that the desirable debate actually occurs and that the final proposal of the oecd
embodies the results of that debate.
An argument often made for secrecy in arbitration is that the publication of the details
of a multinational company’s international tax dispute would provide an advantage to the
companies with which it competes. This claim is mostly bogus. There occasionally may be
some sensitive material, and some measures might be taken to sanitize it. As Holden
Caulfield would say, however, most of the material that would enter the public domain is
as sensitive as a toilet seat. The reason is that the material is likely to be hopelessly dated by
the time it needs to be released in a tax dispute.
Tax disputes ripe for arbitration typically are not about tax issues for the current year,
or the prior year, or the year before that. A typical transfer-pricing case for a multinational
company may involve transactions that occurred many years ago. For example, Bausch &
Lomb,14 the famous US transfer-pricing case, was decided by the Tax Court in 1989. It dealt
with an assessment issued in 1985 with respect to tax years ending between 1979 and 1981.
The 1980s were the good old days; the lag between the year of the transaction and the
resolution of the dispute in court has increased significantly in the last decade, at least in
the United States.
Although speculating about motives is a bit risky, I strongly suspect that the aversion
of multinational companies to public litigation has far more to do with its concerns for
public relations, push-back from tax reformers, and audit exposure in third countries than
14

Bausch & Lomb, Inc. v. Comm'r, 92 T.C. 525 (1989), aff'd, 933 F.2d 1084 (2d Cir. 1991).
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any concerns about competitive advantage. These fears may be rational. After all, the
disclosures coming from the Bausch & Lomb case helped shape new transfer-pricing
regulations in the United States, and that regulation project gave impetus to the
development of the oecd transfer-pricing guidelines. The oecd, however, should not seek
to accommodate these fears of bad publicity, political backlash, and third-country audit
exposure. On the contrary, the possibility of these consequences highlights the importance
to public welfare of a transparent procedure for resolving public tax disputes.
The reason for the oecd’s proposal for secrecy is not craven subservience to the
multinational corporations. It is a concern that an open procedure would be shunned by
the multinational companies. That concern is well-founded. Indeed, I strongly suspect that
the major motive of the multinationals in promoting arbitration is to obtain a forum
outside the control of the tax departments for resolving international tax disputes in secret.
If the multinational companies were willing to make their case in public, they would do so
in the domestic courts of the country assessing the challenged tax.15
The basic issue for the oecd to decide is a simple one. Should the multinational companies be given a secret forum in which they can litigate their tax disputes? The clear
answer, from a public policy perspective, is “no”. If that answer means that the oecd’s
arbitration initiative ends up having no caseload, so be it. The oecd frankly acknowledges
that the cases not resolved under the existing mechanism are rare. As discussed above, it is
highly unlikely that grave injustice is occurring with any frequency even in those rare
cases. In the exceedingly rare case that presents the potential for grave injustice, a public
procedure could serve as a useful safety value.
Citizens have a right to know what their government is doing in their name. Everyone
understands the need for secrecy in some cases. The public’s right to know public business
is not absolute. In addition, taxpayers do have legitimate privacy rights in settling their tax
obligations, although the legitimate rights of public corporations to privacy are frequently
overstated. Those privacy rights obviously are not absolute. They end when the taxpayer
challenges the determination of the government in an independent forum. That is the universal rule for domestic courts, and that rule is fundamental to the legitimacy of the
decisions reached by those courts. The rationale for that rule is even stronger when the
independent adjudication is undertaken by an international body, due to the greater
problems that such a body is likely to have in achieving legitimacy.

15

Public litigation of complex transfer-pricing cases has virtually ceased in the United States. To the
best of my knowledge, no major transfer-pricing case dealing with rich factual issues has been litigated in the
United States since the publication of the revised transfer-pricing regulations in 1994.
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Defenders of secrecy are likely to argue that secrecy is a normal feature of an arbitration procedure. It is certainly true that most domestic arbitration proceedings are secret.
The analogy to domestic arbitrations, however, is inappropriate. Domestic arbitrations are
typically between private parties, the costs of the arbitration are privately financed, and the
issues being resolved are private disputes. In sharp contrast, the oecd is proposing an international body that would be charged with the responsibility of deciding the amount of tax
due to sovereign states. That dispute is a public dispute, the costs of resolving it are charged
to the public, and the parties to that dispute (the governments) are public bodies
accountable to their citizens.
Those who find force in the analogy between the oecd’s arbitration proposal and
private arbitration might consider the factors typically considered in deciding whether
private arbitration is an appropriate mechanism for resolving a particular dispute. I list
below the factors that specialists in dispute resolution typically would take into account in
deciding whether to recommend private arbitration.16 If all or most of these factors are
present, then arbitration is likely to be appropriate, whereas if many of the factors are not
present, arbitration is inappropriate.
1. Neither party to the dispute has an interest in a public resolution of the dispute
that would have value as a precedent in resolving similar disputes.
2. Arbitration would reduce the risk for one or both parties of an unpredictable
and catastrophic result.
3. The case in arbitration would be adjudicated by people better able to handle
difficult technical matters.
4. One or both parties needs to be able to control case-scheduling issues and
would be able to do so more effectively in the arbitration proceeding.
5. A complete and final resolution of the dispute can be achieved in arbitration
and cannot be achieved otherwise within a reasonable time.
6. One or both parties wishes to limit discovery in the case.
7. The costs of arbitration are lower than the costs of the alternatives.
I think it fair to say that all or most of these factors are not present for the international arbitration proceedings contemplated in the oecd proposal. In many cases, the two
16

See Jay Folberg et al, Resolving Disputes: Theory, Practice, and Law, Aspen (2005) at 460-461
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countries would welcome a public precedent that interpreted the provision of a tax treaty.
The oecd proposes that the arbitration decision would not even affect the resolution of an
identical issue with the identical taxpayer in a subsequent year. 17
The parties to an oecd-type arbitration are not seeking to avoid risk, such as the risk of
a high damage judgment in a tort case—indeed, the oecd’s arbitration procedure is more
likely to present special risks. Although the arbitrators are likely to be competent technically, so also are the likely adjudicators in any alternative proceeding. Case scheduling is
likely to be more difficult in arbitration, given the tight deadlines and the likely scheduling
problems of busy arbitrators. The oecd does make some effort to provide finality to an
arbitration result, by requiring the taxpayer to agree to forgo domestic appeals. However,
the oecd procedures clearly anticipate that many arbitrations would not give finality.
Indeed, it would appear that only a small part of a taxpayer’s tax liability might be at issue
in the arbitration, and no requirement is provided for limiting counterclaims or collateral
defenses.
Limiting discovery, which is often an issue in the context of US private litigation, is
unlikely to be a significant reason for seeking international arbitration in a tax case.
Finally, the costs of an oecd-type arbitration almost certainly would be significant in any
transfer-pricing case. High costs are almost guaranteed as a result of the oecd proposal to
allow the taxpayer to participate actively in the proceedings.
Additional Flaws in the OECD Proposal
The total lack of transparency in the oecd’s proposed procedure is sufficient to justify
strong opposition to it. Even if the secrecy problem is addressed and fully rectified, however, the proposal is still far from acceptable. Fortunately, most of the remaining flaws are
more easily corrected.
One serious flaw, easily corrected, is the failure to provide measures designed to
guarantee the impartiality of the arbitration. For example, the arbitrators are not required
to disclose possible conflicts of interest, or appearances of such conflicts, nor are they
required to refrain from engaging in remunerated activities on behalf of the taxpayer after
the conclusion of the arbitration. Each side is expected to name one arbitrator, typically
from its own tax office. Neutrality is not expected from that arbitrator. The proposed
Commentary states that the third arbitrator should “act in total neutrality and independence.” It provides no mechanisms, however, for ensuring such a result or for providing
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redress if that result is not obtained. Indeed, the rules proposed by the oecd would not
prevent the oecd or the parties from appointing tax counsel for the taxpayer to serve as the
“neutral” arbitrator. Although such a result is unlikely in the extreme, the absence of even
minimal anti-conflict rules would undermine public confidence in the system.
In private arbitration, conflict issues are generally managed by requiring full disclosure by a potential arbitrator of all real or apparent conflicts.18 The basic idea is that the
parties have elected to arbitrate and have full autonomy to decide by contract how they
wish to proceed. As long as they receive the relevant information, they are free to act as
they wish. They may decide, for example, to run some extra risk of having a biased
arbitrator in order to obtain the services of an arbitrator knowledgeable about their
business. Full disclosure of conflicts is certainly a minimum for an international tax
arbitration. The OECD, nevertheless, does not mandate any such disclosure.
Full disclosure, even if mandated, would not be sufficient. The arbitrators in the oecd
proposal are expected to do the public’s business, not the private business of the non-party
taxpayer. The public interest needs to be protected by imposing strict conflict rules,
buttressed by enforcement measures designed to give them bite. In particular, it is
important that the arbitrators have had no significant prior financial dealings with the
taxpayer and that they agree not to have any such dealings for a significant period after the
arbitration is concluded.
Participation by Non-Party Taxpayers
Another serious flaw in the oecd proposal is the provision allowing the taxpayer to
submit a brief and to participate, with the permission of the arbitrator, in the actual proceedings. Non-parties to an arbitration proceeding should be treated as non-parties. This
provision again suggests that the multinational companies are using the oecd as a wedge to
obtain a secret and quasi-judicial hearing of their tax dispute outside the control of the tax
departments of the taxing states. This backdoor creation of a special forum is both unwarranted and highly dangerous. The only valid goal of the oecd’s arbitration procedure is to
force the parties to the treaty to resolve their dispute on how the treaty should be applied in
the case before them. They do not need a non-party to direct them how to do so. And no
country should be asked to run the risk that its court system will be bypassed in favor of
some secret international forum.
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If the non-party taxpayer is allowed to participate in the arbitration hearing, its legal
staff may end up dominating that procedure in many cases, simply due to the resources the
taxpayer will be able to bring to bear on the matter.19 It may be precisely for that reason
that the multinational corporations are pressuring the oecd to accede to their demand to
be treated functionally as a party to the litigation. The informality and collegiality that
ought to prevail in such a hearing would be lost. The proper rule should be that the nonparty taxpayer is treated as an observer. If third party observers are permitted to present
briefs or participate in the proceedings, the same rights should be extended to the taxpayer.
Otherwise, the taxpayer should be allowed to participate only through its correspondence
with the competent authority of its country of residence.
Time Limits
Under the oecd proposal, the arbitrators are required to decide the case before them
within six months.20 If that time limit is not met, the parties may extend the time limit for
another six months or replace the arbitrators.21 The interest of the oecd in imposing tight
time limits for a decision is understandable. In this one respect, the oecd has followed the
wto model. The arbitrators in a wto panel hearing, however, are facing a substantially
different situation than the one that the arbitrators in an oecd arbitration would face. The
goal of the wto arbitrators is to judge the conduct of the parties. They can put pressure on
the parties to cooperate fully and can sanction them in various ways for non-performance
of their obligations. The oecd arbitrators, however, are asked to judge the conduct of the
non-party taxpayer. In some simple cases, the taxpayer can be expected to give full
cooperation; and, in cases of recalcitrance, the arbitrator may have the ability to impose
sanctions, perhaps by making evidentiary presumptions against the taxpayer.
In complex transfer-pricing cases, however, the oecd arbitrators will be heavily
dependent on the taxpayer for providing relevant information and will be hamstrung if that
information is not provided in timely and usable form. The oecd draft anticipates the
problem by providing for a stay of the time clock for any delays caused by the taxpayer.
That solution is inadequate because multinational corporations are fully prepared to
provide a few hundred cartons of records on request. What the arbitrators need is usable
19
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information. That means they need full access to the electronic books and records of the
taxpayer and its affiliates, plus access to the software used by the taxpayer in manipulating
those books. They need all of the reconciliation data showing the relationship of taxable
income to income on their financial statements. The oecd draft proposal, however, gives
no guidance on the data that a taxpayer is expected to produce or the form in which it must
be produced.
Procedural Rules Governing Arbitration
An arbitration proceeding, to function smoothly, needs to have rules of engagement.
In private arbitrations, the parties frequently incorporate by reference the detailed rules
developed by various arbitration groups, such as the American Arbitration Association, the
International Chamber of Commerce, the London Court of International Arbitration, the
CPR Institute for Dispute Resolution, and the Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services.
The oecd notes that the arbitrators in an international tax dispute might incorporate such
rules, mentioning by name the ICC. Its general rule, however, is that the arbitrators are to
develop their own procedural rules on a case-by-case basis.
Leaving to the arbitrators the job of developing ad hoc rules for each arbitration proceeding is a decidedly bad idea in my view. I support a full grant of authority to the arbitrators to set their own rules. Any other approach might compromise the finality of the
decision of the arbitrators. But the arbitrators should not be left without detailed guidance
in selecting the rules of engagement. In the typical case, the arbitrators are likely to be tax
professionals, not professional arbitrators. Having them formulate their own rules of
procedure as they go along will severely compromise their ability to meet their strict time
deadlines. The experience of private arbitration in the United States clearly shows that
inexperienced arbitrators should not be devising procedural rules on the fly. They should
adopt an approved set of rules developed by professionals, which they can then adapt as
circumstances warrant.
Some Additional Flaws
The oecd arbitration proposal is long and complex, and this brief report does not do it
justice. I have emphasized the features of the proposal I find objectionable or unworkable
and have largely ignored the features that deserve praise. My purpose is not to give an overall evaluation of the proposal but to point out areas that I believe need fixing or, in the case
of the secrecy rules, a fundamental change in direction. In closing, I offer the following
additional brief criticisms.
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1. Reimbursement for Wasted Expenses. I understand the rationale for requiring the parties
to foot the bill for the arbitration proceedings. It is inconsistent with that rationale,
however, to treat the taxpayer as if it were also a party. In any event, the rationale is
inapplicable when the taxpayer, after instigating the arbitration procedure, takes advantage
of domestic law to challenge the decision of the arbitrators in the domestic courts. In such
an event, the taxpayer has wasted the time and resources of the two governments and
should be required to reimburse them for the full cost of the arbitration, The recoverable
costs should include a reasonable allowance for the time of the tax officials involved in
preparing their government’s case.
2. Respect for Tax Officials. The negative tone directed at tax officials in the oecd report is
palpable. Portions of the report sound like they were drafted by the International Chamber
of Commerce. For example, in paragraph 9, the report suggests that tax officials have “no
incentive” to settle disputes in the absence of the threat of binding arbitration. That claim
is obviously wrong and demeaning. Tax officials have very strong incentives to settle
disputes and achieve fair results, and they do so, according to the oecd, except in rare
cases.
3. Government Avoidance of Mutual Assistance Procedure. The claim of the oecd that the
existence of an arbitration procedure will encourage governments to use the competentauthority mechanism22 is almost certainly wrong in most cases. The oecd arbitration
procedure is one-sided, secretive, expensive for the governments, and an intrusion on
national sovereignty. Most governments will want to avoid arbitration. The oecd believes
that this aversion to arbitration will lead to settlement in the rare cases not already being
settled. That speculation may be well-founded. But the aversion to arbitration also is likely
to cause many governments to nip the threat of arbitration in the bud by simply declining
to engage in the mutual agreement procedure.23 Many governments are already cautious in
the use of that procedure. I would anticipate that many governments will find an added
reason for caution if they face the risk of mandatory arbitration.
4. Lack of Reciprocity. Arbitration is usually a reciprocal arrangement. The oecd proposal
lacks that feature. The taxpayer, and the taxpayer alone, can initiate arbitration. I would
22
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not give that authority to the taxpayer—the power to invoke arbitration should be reserved
for the parties. I understand the oecd’s motive for the unsymmetrical rule. It wants to give
the taxpayer a club to force tax officials to resolve its issue. That rule, nevertheless, is
foreign to the structure of arbitration. In private arbitration, the usual rule is that
arbitration is by consent of the parties. Some courts do mandate arbitration, but then the
results of the arbitration typically are not binding on the parties. At a minimum, if the
taxpayer is given the right to invoke arbitration, then the parties should have the same
right. The one-sided feature of the oecd proposal is not tenable.
5. Selection of Neutrals. The oecd proposed to make itself the agency for appointing
arbitrators when the parties fail to do so. In my view, that “mission creep” on the part of
the oecd is unwise. The oecd has no particular competence for accomplishing that job.
More importantly, it does not have the necessary credibility, with governments or with
taxpayers. It is a highly political organization, by design. That characterization is not meant
as criticism—just descriptive of its history and purpose. I concede that the oecd is a better
choice than some of the alternatives likely to be suggested by the international business
community. Still, I would anticipate that a small country entering into an arbitration with a
country that has a dominant political position in the oecd would not believe that the
appearances of neutrality were being observed.
6. Legal Status of Commentary. I would respectfully suggest that the oecd might consult
with experts on international law before assuming that the oecd Commentary, as
periodically amended, would be viewed as highly relevant in interpreting a tax treaty under
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.24 The longstanding position of the oecd is
that the Commentary, as amended, should be viewed as part of the context of the treaty in
interpreting a treaty based on the oecd model tax convention, even with respect to the
changes in the Commentary occurring after the treaty came into force. This so-called
ambulatory view of treaty interpretation is sound policy; unfortunately, it is not supported
by some commentators and some domestic courts. The arbitrators need to reach their
decision based on the actual status of the Commentary under local law, not on the basis of
the oecd’s preferred treatment of the Commentary under local law.
7. Taxpayer as Party. The oecd recognizes that the parties to a dispute under the mutual
agreement procedure are the contracting states, not the taxpayer that invoked the
procedure. It then asserts that “when the process moves to arbitration, the person who
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presented the case [the taxpayer] is more of a direct participant.”25 If the oecd is simply
being descriptive of the procedure it envisions, I agree. That de facto treatment of the
taxpayer as a participant is one of the many flaws in the proposal. If the point of the
assertion, however, is that the move to arbitration justifies the treatment of the taxpayer as
a participant, I strongly disagree. The taxpayer simply is not a party to the dispute and
should not be treated as a de facto party.
8. Language of Arbitration. The oecd suggests that an arbitration proceeding might be conducted in multiple languages. Experience in private arbitration shows that the disadvantages of that approach are significant. I understand the motive for that proposal—governments naturally want to have a proceeding conducted in the language of their country. It is
not a problem, aside from cost, to provide for translation. But every effort should be made
to get the parties to agree on one official language for an arbitration.
9. Premature Termination of Arbitration. Assuming that the most basic flaw in the oecd
proposal—its total secrecy—is corrected, then the oecd ought to rethink its proposal for
allowing the parties to terminate an arbitration in mid-stream. The argument made is that
because the parties allegedly control the arbitration, they should be allowed to end it at will
if they can agree on a settlement.26 That argument has some merit; the parties should be
allowed to reach a settlement whenever they wish to do it. It would be bad policy,
nevertheless, to allow termination of the proceedings without requiring publication of the
resolution of the case. Once a proceeding has been initiated, it is a public activity, requiring
some minimum public disclosure.
Conclusion
For the reasons given above, I do not favor the oecd proposal for mandatory arbitration of international tax disputes and probably would not favor it even if the many flaws in
that proposal were corrected. If some form of mandatory arbitration is unavoidable, however, I would fix the various problems discussed above. In addition, I would redesign the
oecd proposal as follows:
1. Only Double Taxation Cases. I would limit mandatory arbitration to cases involving
international double taxation and would exempt from mandatory arbitration all cases
involving international double non-taxation. Given the high costs of the program, including
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the costs of reduced sovereignty, I see no good reason for mandating arbitration when the
end result would be to increase international tax avoidance.
2. Finality Required. I would limit the cases of mandatory arbitration to those cases that
can be settled with finality by the arbitrators. Finality is one of the hallmark features of
arbitration. If the domestic law of one of the parties or the particular circumstances of the
taxpayer prevent finality, then I would not allow the taxpayer (or a government) to invoke
the procedure. To achieve finality, the arbitrators need to be able to determine (1) the
amount of tax the taxpayer must pay and (2) the government that should be allowed to
collect that tax.
3. Certainty of Collection. I would require the taxpayer, as a condition for invoking the
arbitration procedure, to provide a surety for the higher of the taxes assessed by the parties.
That is, the surety should be enough to guarantee payment of the maximum tax that would
be due if double taxation is eliminated and the party claiming the higher tax prevails.
4. Transparency. Finally, as noted numerous times in this report, I would require that the
arbitrators prepare and publish a full report that sets forth the controlling facts and
explains in appropriate detail the legal basis for their decision. As the oecd has recognized
in other contexts, transparency is a condition for legitimacy. An adjudicative system that
lacks legitimacy is simply unacceptable in a democratic society.
I do not suggest that a revised arbitration proposal embodying the above suggestions
would be ideal. I do suggest that it would be a significant improvement over the proposal
under discussion by the oecd. I recognize that my proposed system would be less appealing
than the oecd proposal to the international business community. But as Edmund Burke
famously noted, “To tax and to please, no more than to love and to be wise, is not given to
men.”

